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By Bonnie Fuller

FIRESIDE BOOKS, United States, 2006. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 148 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. A business powerhouse and mother of four who has led America s most
popular magazines -- including Glamour, Cosmopolitan, Us Weekly, and Star -- to record successes,
Bonnie Fuller has, until now, been an immensely private person. But in The Joys of Much Too Much,
she shares an unthinkable secret: the key to happiness is not a balanced life but one that is maxed
out with a career, romance, and family. Not only can you have it all, but you shouldn t settle for
anything less. In The Joys of Much Too Much she provides a blueprint for having everything you
want personally and professionally -- even if you re afraid you don t have what it takes. For the first
time, Fuller tells with astonishing candor what it was like to be an awkward, shy girl from a middle-
class Jewish family who learned through hard-won successes and painful failures how to invent the
over-the-top life she wanted. Using personal anecdotes from her home and professional lives,
Fuller describes the unusual coping methods that have made her happily unbalanced life work...
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These kinds of ebook is the greatest pdf accessible. Of course, it can be engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely difficult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Callie Schmeler III-- Callie Schmeler III

I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to
understand.
-- Merritt Kilback II-- Merritt Kilback II
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